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ABSTRACT.  Let £ be a locally compact, second countable Hausdorff

space and let X(t) be a Markov process with state space E.   Sufficient condition*

are given for the existence of a solution to the initial value problem, aujot = Au

+ V(x) • u, u(0) = f, where A is the infinitesimal generator of the process X on

a certain Banach space and for each x e E, V(x) is the infinitesimal generator of

a Cq contraction semigroup on another Banach space.

1. Introduction. The classical Feynman-Kac formula is given by the func-

tion space integral

u(x, t) = Ex[exp(SqV(x(s))cfc)/(jc(r))]

where x(t) is a Markov process with a locally compact, second countable, Haus-

dorff state space E, F is a bounded, measurable function on E and Ex is the

expectation with respect to the initial distribution Px. This function space inte-

gral is a solution to the initial value problem

(1) 3«/9r = Au + V(x) • u,      «(0) = /,

where A is the infinitesimal generator of the process jc(r).

The operator-valued Feynman-Kac formula is given by a path space inte-

gral which gives a solution to (1), where for each xEE, V(x) is an operator on

a linear subspace, V(V(x)), of a Banach space, A is the infinitesimal generator of

a strongly continuous semigroup of operators on that Banach space and for each

(t,x),u(t,x)EV(V(x)).

In [9] Hersh and Papanicolaou have shown that under some conditions (1)

has a solution and they exhibit a solution. They do not, however, set out what

the conditions are. In [6] Griego and Hersh show (1) has a solution in the case

E is a finite set.

We shall give sufficient conditions on the operators V(x) and on the initial

conditions so that a solution to (1) exists.
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The proof will follow that of the classical case given by Dynkin [3]. We

shall use the concept of a random evolution introduced in [6] by Griego and

Hersh and that of a multiplicative operator functional as in [5].

2. Needed functional analytic results.  In this section we will present sev-

eral results from functional analysis without proof.

Let E be a locally compact, second countable, Hausdorff space, E the Bor-

el o-field of subsets of E, and m a a-finite measure on (E, E). Let L be a sepa-

rable Banach space.

We shall identify two measurable functions from E to L if they are equal

almost everywhere with respect to m.

Theorem 2.1.   ///: E —* L is strongly measurable, then fis Bochner

integrable with respect to m if, and only if, fE\\f(x)\\ dm(x) < °°.

The proof of this result can be found in [15, p. 133].

Let us denote by LP(E, L, m) the space of Borel measurable functions /

from E to L so that /£-||/(x)||p dm(x) < °°. The following result is shown by

Zaanen [16, p. 225].

Theorem 2.2. If \ <p<°°, then LP(E, L, m) is a Banach space.

The proof of the following can be found in [15, p. 131].

Theorem 2.3  (Pettis' Theorem). A map f:E—+L is strongly meas-

urable if, and only if, it is weakly measurable and m-almost separably valued.

Proposition 2.4.   /// G LP(E, L, m), then f is strongly measurable.

Proof.   By Theorem 2.3, it suffices to show that if/G Lp and <pE L*

(the dual of L), then <p(f) is Borel measurable.

But fELp implies / is Borel measurable and ipEL* implies ¡p is continu-

ous, hence, ip(f) is Borel measurable. This completes the proof.

3. Preliminaries.  Let X = (£2, 2, 2f, x(t), Px, x E E) be a Markov proc-

ess with locally compact, second countable, Hausdorff state space E.  Assume

that X has continuous paths.  Let Px(x(t) G A) be the transition probabilities

of X, i.e. P(t, x, A) = Px(x(t) E A).

We shall suppose as in §2 that E is the Borel o-field on E and that m is

a a-finite measure on (E, E). Finally, suppose that L is a separable, reflexive

Banach space.

Definition 3.1.  The measure m is said to be excessive relative to the

family P(t, ; ■) if

mP(t, A) a fE P(t, x, A)m(dx) < m(A)

for every t > 0 and A E E.
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Throughout the rest of this paper we shall assume that m is excessive rela-

tive to P(t, ; ■).

Lemma 3.2. If\p: E —*■ R is measurable, then

fEEx[<p(x(t))] dm(x) = ¡E ¿x)mP(t, dx)   for every t > 0.

Proof.  It suffices to show the result when tp is a simple function. To

that end, let $ — IA where IA is the indicator of the set A G E. Then

fEEx[<p(x(t))] dm(x) = ¡EEx[IA(x(t))] dm(x) = fEPx(x(t) E A) dm(x)

= SEP(t, x, A) dm(x) = mP(t, A) = fEIA (x)mP(t, dx).

This is the desired result.

Proposition 3.3. /// G LP(E, L,m),Kp< °°, rAe« for each t>0the

map f(x(t)): Sl—*Lis strongly measurable and

fa\\f(x(t))\\dPx<°o   a.e.m.

Proof.  Since /is Borel measurable and jc(r) is 2-measurable, we have

f(x(t)) is Borel measurable, and again by Pettis' Theorem we have f(x(t)) is

strongly measurable.

Now let A = {x E ElEx(\\f(x(t))\\p) = -»}, where EJY) denotes fa YdPx

and let B = {x E E\Ex(\\f(x(t))\\) = <*>}.  Since for every x E E, Px is a probabili-

ty measure (and hence Lp(£l, 2, Px) Ç Z,1(Í2, 2, Px)), we have BEA. We are

trying to show that m(B) = 0 and so it suffices to show m(A) = 0.

Suppose m(A) > 0, then

iEEx(\\f(x(t))\\p)m(dx) = °o.

But by Lemma 3.2 we have

îEEx(\\f(x(t))\\p)m(dx) = SE\\f(x)\\pmP(t, dx).

So we have

00 " iEEx(U(x(t))WpMdx) = SE\\m\\pmP(t, dx)

< Jïl/0c)||p«î(i£c) < °°.

The second to last inequality is due to the fact that «z is excessive relative to the

family P(t, ; ■) and ||itx)||" > 0.

The above gives us a contradiction and hence m(A) = 0, which is the de-

sired result.
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Corollary 3.4. IffE LP(E, L,m),Kp< », then f(x(t)) is Bochner

integrable with respect to Px for m-almost every x in E.

Proof.  Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 2.1.

We now proceed to define one of the semigroups on LP(E, L, m) which we

shall use later.

Definition3.5.   If/G LP(E, L,m),Kp< °°, then define (T(t)f)(x) =

Ex(f(x(t))), where the integral on the right is a Bochner integral for every x where

this makes sense.

Notice that Corollary 3.4 guarantees that this integral makes sense a.e. m.

Theorem 3.6. f(t) is a bounded linear operator from LP(E, L, m) to it-

self.

Proof. First notice that f(t)f: E —* L is defined up to a set of m-meas-

ure zero, hence, it makes sense to say T(t)fE LP(E, L, m).

In order to show that T(t)fis Borel measurable we define

iEx(f(x(t))),   if Ex(\\f(x(t))\\p) < -,
0(*) = <

( 0, otherwise.

Then we need to show that 0 is Borel measurable. Let <p G L*. Then

(Ex(<>(f(x(t)))),   if Ex(\\f(x(t))\\p) < -,
¥>(0to) = <

( 0, otherwise.

Now if T(t) denotes the semigroup on the integrable Borel measurable functions

from E to R associated with the Markov process X, then

<ri.<t>(x)) = T(t){<p°f)(x).

Since ip ° f is Borel measurable, we have <p ° 0 is Borel measurable. Hence, <¡> is

weakly measurable and applying Pettis' Theorem we have 0 is strongly measura-

ble, hence 0 is Borel measurable. But 0 = T(t)f.

We have already shown in the proof of Proposition 3.3 that

SE \\T(t)f(x)\\p dm(x) = fE \\Ex(f(x(t)))\\p dm(x) < iE{Ex(\\f(x(t))\\)}pdm(x)

< fE Ex (\\f(x(t))\\p) dm(x)   (by Holder's Inequality)

< fE \\f(x)\\p dm(x)   (Proposition 3.3).

This gives us that \\T(t)f\\ < \\ßp. Hence T(t) is bounded. It is clearly linear.

This completes the proof.

In order to show that f(t) is a semigroup of operators on LP(E, L, m), we

first need two lemmas.
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Lemma 3.7.  Ex(f(x(t))) = fEf(y)P(t, x, dy), where both integrals are

Bochner integrals.

Proof. This follows from the standard change of variables theorem for

Bochner integrals [2, p. 182] and the fact that Px(x(t)~1(A)) = Px(x(t)EA) =

P(t, x, A) for alM G E, t > 0 and x G E.

Lemma3.8. IffE LP(E, L,m),Kp<<*>, then

fEf(y)P(t + s, x, dy) = SE SEfiz)P(t, y, dz)P(s, x, dy).

Proof. It suffices to show the equality for simple functions. To that

end, let f(x) = 2?=1û/s (x) where a¡ G L, B¡ G E and «1(5,) < <*>. Then

íEf(y)P(t + s, s, dy) = Z <*tP(t + s, x, B¡) = ZoL¿EP(t, y, Bt)P(s, x, dy)
í=i <=i

= Í Z «A*, y. W> x, dy) = SEîEf(z)P(t, y, dz)P(s. x, dy).
/=i

This completes the proof.

Before we prove the main result of this section we state a result of Griego

[5, Theorem 1.2],

Theorem 3.9. Let [M(t), t > 0} be a multiplicative operator functional

on (X, L). IfL is a reflexive Banach space, and if for fixed 8>0,

C=   sup    sup (E„(Pi(r)W < »
0<f<6 x<BE

where 1/p + l/q = 1 and 1 < p < °°, rAe« rAe operators on LP(E, L, m) defined

by S(t)f(x) = Ex[M(t)f(x(t))] are strongly continuous in t.

We now state and prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.10. The family (f(t), t>0}isa strongly continuous contrac-

tion semigroup of operators on LP(E, L, m), 1 <p < °°.

Proof. The fact that T(t) is a contraction map from LP(E, L, m) into

itself was established in Theorem 3.6. The strong continuity follows from Theo-

rem 3.9, where our multiplicative operator functional is given by M(t, d) = I

(the identity operator on LP(E, L, m)) for all t and oi. Notice that this is the

first time the reflexivity of L is used. It remains to show that (T(t), t > 0} is a

semigroup. We have
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Ex\f(x(t + s))] = ¡Ef(y)P(t + s, s, dy)

fEJEf(z)P(t, y, dz)P(s, x, dy)   (by Lemma 3.8)

JET(t)f(y)P(s, x, dy)   (by Lemma 3.7)

T(s)T(t)f(x)   (by Lemma 3.7),

and finally f(0)/(x) = Ex\f(x(0))] = f(x). Hence, [T(t), t > 0} is a semigroup.

This completes the proof.

4. The expectation semigroup.  In this section we shall build another

strongly continuous contraction semigroup on LP(E, L, m) which will be called

the expectation semigroup following Griego and Hersh [6].

We need some lemmas.

Lemma 4.1.   IfSn and Tn are sequences of bounded linear operators on

L so that Sn—* S strongly and Tn —* T strongly and if{\\Sn\\, n> 1} is bound-

ed, then SnTn —* ST strongly.

The proof is clear so we omit it.

The following result is shown by Khalili [11, p. 16].

Lemma 4.2. // {/„ } is a sequence of strongly measurable functions from

a measure space to a Banach space, and if'/„ —*■ /pointwise, then fis strongly

measurable.

In defining our expectation semigroup we shall use a multiplicative opera-

tor functional which will be given by the solution operators to a random evolu-

tion equation. We now proceed to set up the desired evolution equations.

Suppose that for each xEFwe have a strongly continuous contraction

semigroup of operators {Tx(t), t > 0} on L. Denote by V(x) the infinitesimal

generator of this semigroup and denote the domain of V(x) by V(V(x)).

We shall find it necessary to make the following assumptions which we

number for convenience.

(A-l) (Commutativity) Tx(s)Ty(t) = Ty(t)Tx(s) for every x, y G E and s,

t>0.

(A-2)  V(V(x)) = V for all x G E.

(A-3) The map x —► V(x)f is continuous for every / G P.

I would like to thank the referee for pointing out the following.  In the

original write-up, I assumed both the hypothesis and the conclusion of the next

lemma.

Lemma 4.3. // the map x —► V(x)f is continuous for every fEV then

the map x —► Tx(t)f is continuous for every fEL and t > 0.

186

T(t+s)f(x)
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Proof. Let/G V and suppose that xn —+x.  Then we have Tx (t)f-f

= f0T   (s)V(xn)fds (cf. [3, p. 33]). Writing the same formula with x instead
n

of jc„, we have

TxfiY- Tx(t)f=fo[TXn(s)V(xn)f- Tx(s)V(x)f] ds

= SlTxn(ß)[V(xn)f-V(x)f\ds

+ Sl\Tx(s)-Tx(s)]V(x)fds.

Now let a„ = \\V(x„)f- V(x)ß. Then we have

|r*,W" T*(W\ < tan + Pj[TXn(s) - Tx(s)] V(x)f\\ds.

If we let

An(t) = max {\\TXn(t)f- Tx(t)f\\, \\(Tx(t) - Tx(t))V(x)f\\},

then from the above inequality we see that

An(t)<tan+S[An(s)ds

and hence An(t) < a„(ef - 1). But now, by hypothesis, an —* 0 and, hence,

An(t) -»> 0 for every r > 0. Therefore, 7^ (r)/-* ^(r)/ for all / G V.

Now let /G L and let e > 0. Since V is dense in I, there is a £ G V so

that Hf -#|| < e. Now we have

WxfiV- rx«gll < lir,B(iy- r^ii + iir,^* - ^(M

< \\TXn(t)\\ \\f-g\\ + \\Tx(t)g - Tx(t)g\\

<e + \\Tx(t)g-Tx(t)g\\.

Hence Lim sup„ \\Tx(t)f - Tx(t)g\\ < e.

Finally we consider the following:

W*Jfif- rx(^l < UTXn(t)f- Tx(t)g\\ + \\Tx(t)g-Tx(t)f\\

<e + \\TXn(t)f-Tx(t)g\\,

and hence

Urn sup ||Tx (t)f- Tx(t)f\\ < e + Urn sup ||r, (i)f- ^(rfcH < 2e.

Since e > 0 was chosen arbitrarily we have Limjir^ (t)f- Tx(t)f\\ = 0 which

is the desired result.
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Goldstein [4] has studied the following initial value problem:

(2) dyldt = A(t)y,      s<t,      y(s)=f,

where the initial value / is in some Banach space and for each t > s, A(t) is the

generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of operators on that Banach space.

He has shown that under sufficient conditions on the operators A(t) there are

solution operators M(s, t) which satisfy the following:

(3) jÍM(s, t)f = M(s, t)A(t)f = A(t)M(s. Ùf,

(4) *-M(s, t)f=-M(s, t)A(s)f=-A(s)M(s,t)f,   M(s, s) = I,

where /is an element of a certain subspace of the original Banach space. Using

these solution operators we then get solutions to the equations:

(5) dyldt = A(t)y,      s<t,     y(s)=f,

(6) dylds = -A(s)y,    s<i,     y(t)=f,

when the initial condition /is in the right subspace. Equation (5) is referred to

as the forward equation and (6) is referred to as the backward equation.

Notice that for each co G fi we can consider an evolution equation of the

same form as (2) by letting A(t) = V(x(t, co)). This brings us to our next propo-

sition.

Proposition 4.4.  J/(A-l)-(A-3) hold, then for each co G fi there is a

unique family of solution operators M(s, t, co), 0 <s < t, so that y(s, co) =

M(s, t, co)a satisfies

(7) dy/ds = -Kx(s, co)M*. <o),    y(t, co) = a,

for each a G I?. Moreover, if<p: fi —+ V Ç_ L is strongly measurable, then the

map co —*■ M(s, t, cSyp(o)) is strongly measurable.

Proof.  The hypotheses (A-l)-(A-3) and Lemma 4.3 guarantee that for

each co G fi the operators V(x(t, co)) satisfy Goldstein's conditions. Here we use

the continuity of paths of the process X along with (A4) to obtain the map t

—* A(t)a = V(x(t, co))a for a G V is continuous, which is one of the conditions

required by Goldstein. So for each co G fi Goldstein [4, Theorem. 1.1] guaran-

tees the existence and uniqueness of a family of solution operators {M(s, t, co),

0 < s < /} which satisfy equations (3) and (4). Then from (4) we obtain (7).

We give a brief outline of Goldstein's construction of the operators

M(s, t, co) because it is useful in proving the last statement of the proposition.

Let a < b.  The construction of M(a, b, co) is as follows:
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Let A = {a = t0 < t1 < • • • < tn = b} be a partition of the interval [a, b]

and, for 1 </ < n, let r, G [t¡_v tj[. Define

*a(«) - Txlrx¿dh -Wx(.T2,»,(h -h)'-- Txirn,»P - '«-l)'

Goldstein has shown that if we define |A| = max{\t¡ - tj_t |: 1 </ < «}, then

RA(oS) converges strongly to the solution operator M(a, b, co) as |A| —*■ 0.

We now prove the last statement in the proposition.

Since x(f): fi —*■ E is 2-measurable for each t > 0, there are simple func-

tions y„(f) mapping fi into E so that yn(t, co) —► x(f, co) for each co G fi. The

map co —► T   (T. U-Xt¡ -1..) is a simple function from fi to B(L, L), the
*n^ i'    '

bounded linear operators on L, and, hence, so is the map ym: fi —► B(L, L)

defined by

Notice that by Lemmas 4.1, 4.3 and hypothesis (A-3), we obtain ym(cS) —►

ÄA(co) strongly for each co G fi. Now since </>: fi —► L is strongly measurable,

there are simple functions <pn : fi —»• L so that <0„(co) —► <p(u¡) for each co G fi

[11, p. 8J.
Consider the map zm: fi —* L defined by zTO(co) = ym(cJypm(oS). For

each m, zm is a simple function and zm(co) —*■ R^uifáoS) for each co G fi.

Hence, the map co —► /?A(co)«p(co) is strongly measurable.

To complete the proof, choose a sequence of partitions {A„} so that

|A„|—*0. Then

M(a, b, coMco) = Lim RA (co)/<").
n "

So by Lemma 4.2, the map co —► M(a, b, co)/)(co) is strongly measurable. This

completes the proof.

It should be noted that assumption (A-2) can be weakened, but it is con-

venient to make the assumption later on and it will hold for the example we

wish to consider.

Observe that we have shown that the map co —> M(a, b, co)v(<o) is strongly

measurable relative to the a-field S but we have the following corollary.

Corollary 4.5. If <p: fi —► Z, is strongly measurable relative to Sft, then

the map co —♦ Af(a, b, tú}p(cS) is strongly measurable relative to "Zb.

Proof. Each RA   was the limit of simple functions which were Im-

measurable since they depended only on x(t) for t < b.

Corollary 4.6.   The strong conditional expectation ofM(a, b, co)p(co)

ex/sfs and
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(8) Ex(M(a, b)<p \Sb) = M(a, b)Ex(<p |2ft).

Proof. The proof of the existence is due to Scalora [14]. The proof of

(8) follows exactly the proof of the real valued case and can be found in Griego

and Hersh [6, Lemma 2].

There are several properties of the solution operators M(s, t, co) which are

shown in [4]. Since we shall use them later we list them here.

Corollary 4.7.  (a) \\M(s, t, co)\\ < 1 for every co G Í2, and 0 < s < t.

(b) M(s, t, u)V(x(t, co)) = V(x(t, co))A/(s, t, co).

(c) M(s, r, co)M(t, s, co) = M(t, r, co) for each co G Í2 and 0 < t < s < r.

Proof. The only thing not shown by Goldstein is (a), but it is obvious

because each operator Tx(t) is a contraction map.

We shall use the solution operators to define what we call a random evolu-

tion, which we will then use to define the expectation semigroup.

Definition 4.8. If M(s, t, co), 0 < s < r, is the family of solution opera-

tors for equation (7), define M(t, co) = M(0, t, co) for each co E Í2, t > 0. The

family {M(t), t > 0} is called a random evolution.

Lemma 4.9. // 0 < r < s < r, and if a EL, then

M(s, r, co)M(t, s, co)cl = M(t, s, co)M(s, r, co)a

for every co G Í2.

Proof. By Corollary 4.7(c) we have for each co, and a E V, M(t, r, co)a

= M(s, r, co)M(t, s, co)a. Fix s so that t < s < r and define U(t, r, co) by

U(t, r, co) = M(t, s, co)M(s, r, co)   for each co G Í2, and t < s.

Let y(t, co) = U(t, r, co)a. Differentiating y with respect to t, we obtain

%=%-tV(t, r, co)a = ^jM(t, s, coyMiß, r, co)a

= -V(x(t, co))M(t, s, co)M(s, r, co)a

= -V(x(t, co))y,      y(r, co) = a.

But we knowj^ir, co) = Af(r, r, co)a is the unique solution to (7). Hence, yx =

y, which is the desired result for a G V- Now since M(s, r, co) and M(t, s, co)

axe bounded operators and V is dense in L, the result holds for all a G L.

Proposition 4.10. If s, t> 0, and ifaEQ, then M(t + s, co)a = M(s, co)

• M(t, 6sco)afor each co G S2, wAere ds is the shift operator for the process X.
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Proof.  Recall that by Definition 4.8, we have

(9) M(t + s, co)a = M(0, t + s, co)a,

(10) M(s, co)a = M(0, s, co)a,

(11) M(t, 0sco)a = M(0, t, 0sco)a.

Now observe that y^t, co) = M(s, t + s, co) is the unique solution of

(12) dyldt m V(x(t, ösco))y - V(x(t + s, co))y,     ^(0) = a.

But,y2(t, co) = Af(0, t, 6scS)a also satisfies (12). Hence,yl =y2,or

M(s, t + s, co)a = M(0, t, 0sco)a.

So, we now have

M(0, s, co)M0, t, esui)a = M(0, s, co)M(s, t + s, co)a,

and, hence, equations (9), (10) and (11), along with Lemma 4.9 and Corollary

4.7, give us

M(s, co)M(t, 0sco)a = M(0, s, w)M(s, t + s, co)a

= M(Q, t + s, co)a = M(r + s, co)a.

This is the desired result.

Lemma 4.11.   Ifx,yEE,s>0 and a G V then

V(x)Ty(s)a = Ty(s)V(x)a.

Proof.  I-et x, y E E, s > 0 and a G £>; then,

Tx(t)Ty(s)a - Ty(s)a           Ty(s)Tx(t)a - Ty(s)a

V(x)Ty(s)a = Urn-7-'-= Urn--f-

T (t)a - a
= Ty(s) lim Í—- = Ty(s)V(x)a.

f-0 l

Corollary 4.12. If x E E, t, h > 0, co G fi and a G V, then

V(x)M(t, t + h, co)a = M(t, t + h, u)V(x)a.

Proof.  This follows immediately from Lemma 4.11 and the construction

of M(t, t + h, co).

We are now ready to define the expectation semigroup.

Definition 4.13.   Let /G LP(E, L,m),l<p< <»; then define (T(f)f)(x)

= Ex(M(t)f(x(t))) for each xEE, where the integral on the right exists as a

Bochner integral.
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Notice that since ||AÍ(r)|| < 1, by the results in §3 the integral will make

sense for m-almost every x.

Theorem 4.14.   77ie operator T(t) is a bounded linear operator from

LP(E, L, m) to itself for Kp<<*>.

Proof. The proof that T(t)f is measurable is exactly the same as in the

proof of Theorem 3.6. Clearly, T(t) is linear.

We now show \\T(t)ßp < », if/G LP(E, L, m). We have

\\T(tWp = Ilir(r)/(*)||"ci/«(jc) = fE\\Ex(M(t)f(x(t)))\\p dm(x)

< fE{Ex(\\M(t)fix(t))\\)f dm(x) < ¡E{Ex(\\f(x(t))\\)y dm(x)

< fEEx(\\f(x(t))\\p)dm(x) = JE\\f(x)\\pmP(t, dx)

<fEUf(x)\\pdm(x) = \\f\\p<'*>.

Hence, r(r)/G LP(E, L, m). This completes the proof.

The above shows 117X011 < 1. This proof is given for completeness. It can

be found in more generality in Griego [5].

We now prove the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 4.15. 77ie family {7(f), r > 0} is a strongly continuous contrac-

tion semigroup of operators on LP(E, L, m), 1 <p < °°.

Proof. The strong continuity follows from Theorem 3.9. We have al-

ready shown that T(t) is a contraction map for each t > 0. It remains to show

the semigroup property.

We have

T(t + s)f(x) = Ex(M(t + s)fix(t + s)))

= Ex(M(s)M(t) » dsf(x(t) o ds))   (by Proposition 4.9)

= Ex(Ex(M(s)M(t) • Wt) « 0,)|2,))

= Ex(M(s)Ex(M(t) o dsf(x(t) » 0S)|S,))   (by Corollary 4.4)

= Ex(M(s)Ex{s)(M(t)f(x(t))))

= Ex(M(s)f(t)f(x(s))) = f(s)f(t)Ax).

Further, f(0)f(x) = Ex(M(0)f(x(0))) = f(x). Hence, (f(t), t > 0} is a semi-

group, which is the desired result.
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5. The operator-valued Feynman-Kac formula. In this section we shall

use the semigroups defined in §§3 and 4 to get the operator-valued Feynman-

Kac formula for a certain subspace of initial conditions contained in LP(E, L, m),

where 1 < p < °°. Since the results of §§3 and 4 are going to be used, we shall

assume everything we need to apply them, e.g. the excessivity of m relative to

the family P(t, ; •), the fact that L is separable and reflexive, and assumptions

(A-l) through (A-3).

Before we proceed to the derivation of the Feynman-Kac formula we need

to define one more operator on a subspace of LP(E, L, m).

Definition 5.1.   Recall that V is the common domain of all the operators

V(x) on L.  Define the operator B by

V(B) = {fE LP(E, L, m)]f(x) E V a.t.m,

and if F(x) = V(x)f(x), then F G LP(E, L, m)}

and

B: V(B) -»■ LP(E, L, m)   by Bf(x) = V(x)f(x).

Lemma 52.   The operator B is closed and linear.

Proof.  Clearly, B is a linear operator, so it suffices to show B is closed.

To that end, assume /„—»■/in LP(E, L, m), where /„ G V(B) for each n.

Assume further that Bf„ —►£ in LP(E, L, m). We need to show that /G V(B)

and that Bf = g.

Since /„ —»-/in LP(E, L, m), there is a subsequence {/„ } Ç {/„} so that

/„ (x) —*-f(x) in L for m-almost every x. Since Bf„ —*-g in LP(E, L, m), we

must have Bfn   —*g in LP(E, L, m) and, hence, there is a further subsequence

{f„k}Ç{fn)fso that:

(a)/   (x)->/(x)   a.e./w,     and   (b) Bf    (x) -► g(x) a.e.m.

But since each V(x) is a closed operator we have f(x) G V(V(x)) a.e. m and

Bf(x) = g(x) a.e. m.

We are now ready to define the space to which we shall restrict ourselves.

Definition 53.   Define the space V as follows:

V = {fE V(B)\Ex(\\V(x(s))f(x(t))\\) <F(s, t, f, x),

where

(*> ¡^f*e-XtFXs,t,f,x)dsdt<"o   forallX>0

and
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(**) Se ¡F(s- '• f> X^P dm^ <0°      for 0 < s < r < ~.

Let

BC(E, L)=\f:E-*L\ ll/IL = sup \\f(x)\\ < °° and /is continuous [.
1 x(=E )

Finally, define

fl" = V' n BC(E, L).

Before we proceed to deriving the Feynman-Kac formula, we make the

following assumptions. Throughout the rest of this section assume:

(A4) The map x —► Px is weakly coitinuous, i.e. if Y: ÍÍ —► L is norm

bounded and continuous and if jc„ —► jc, then Ex (Y) —* EX(Y).

(A-5) The map (x, y) —*■ V(x)f(y) is jointly measurable for each/G P".

The approach we shall take is to restrict the semigroups of §§3 and 4 to

the Banach space V Ç LP(E, L, m). This will enable us to obtain a relationship

between the resolvent operators of the semigroups, which will in turn allow us

to derive the Feynman-Kac formula. To do this we must first show that under

certain conditions T(h) and T(h) leave V" invariant for all A > 0.

Proposition 5.4.   IffE V" and h>0, then T(h)fE V".

Proof. We first show T(h)fEBC(E, L). Since / G BC(E, L), we know

f(x(h)): n —> L is bounded and it is clearly continuous. So, if jc„ —► x in E,

then by (A4) Ex (f(x(h))) —*■ Ex(f(x(h))), which gives us the continuity of

T(h)f.   It is clearly bounded by |[/1L.

We must now show that f(h)f E V(B). To that end, let xEE.  Then we

have

£,(11 V(x)f(x(h))\\) = Ex(\\ V(x(0))f(x(h))\\) < F(0, A, /,*)<«   a.e.«i.

The reason for the second to last inequality is that/G "ff. Now, since V(x) is

a closed operator, we get

Kh)f(x) = Ex(f(x(h))) G V(V(x))

and further:

(13) V(x)f(h)f(x) = Ex(V(x)f(x(h))).

The fact that x —*■ V(x)f(h)f(x) is in LP(E, L, m) now follows from the fact

thatF(0,A,/, -)E Lp(E,L,m).

Finally we need to show that there is a function F(s, t, T(h)f, x) satisfying

(*) and (**). Notice that by an argument similar to the one which gave us (13)

we obtain
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V(x(s))T(h)f(x(t)) = Exit)(V(x(s))f(x(h))),

and hence,

IIV(x(s))f(h)f(x(t))\\ < Ex(t)(\\ V(x(s))f(x(h))\\)

= Ex(\\V(x(s))f(x(t + h))\\\Xt).

Now taking expectations we get

Ex(\W(x(s))T(h)f(x(t))\\) <Ex(\\V(x(s))f(x(t + A))||) < F(s, t + h, f, x).

Letting F(s, t, f(h)f, x) = F(s, t + h, f, x), we obtain the desired result. This

completes the proof.

Proposition 5.5.   IffE V and h>0, then T(h)fE V".

Proof. That T(h)fEBC(E, L) follows exactly as in the proof that T(h)fE

BC(E, L) (Proposition 5.4) and the fact that \\M(h)\\ < 1.

We now show T(h)fE V(B). Using the same argument as in Proposition 5.4,

it suffices to show:

(a) Ex(\\V(x)M(h)f(x(h))\\) < « a.e. m and

(b) SE\\Ex(V(x)M(h)f(x(h)))\\ dm(x) < oo.

But Ex(\\V(x)M(h)f(x(h))\\) <Ex(\\V(x)f(x(h))\\) by Corollary 4.12, and since

Ex(\W(x)f(x(h))\\) < F(0, h, f, x), both (a) and (b) follow.

We now need to show that T(h)f satisfies the defining inequality for V'.

Using Corollary 4.12 we obtain

Ex(\\V(x(s)jT(hy(x(t))\\) = Ex(\\V(x(s))Ex(t)(M(h)jlx(h)))\\)

= Ex(\\Exit)(V(x(s))M(h)f(x(h)))\\) <Ex(Ex(t)(\\V(x(s))f(x(h))\\))

= Ex(Ex(\\V(x(s))f(x(t + A))ll IS,)) = Ex(\\V(x(s))f(x(t + h))\\)

<F(s,t + h,f,x).

Letting F(s, t, T(h)f, x) = F(s, t + h, f, x) we obtain the desired result.

Corollary 5.6.   77ie operators f(h), T(h) leave V" invariant for all h>0.

We now assume that the hypotheses of Proposition 5.5 hold throughout the

rest of this section. Since T(h) and T(h) leave V invariant for every h > 0, we
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can consider {T(h), A > 0} and {T(h), h > 0} as strongly continuous contraction

semigroups on the Banach space W- Let A and A, respectively, denote their

infinitesimal generators, and let R\ and Rx denote their respective resolvents. We

now proceed to show u(t, x) = T(t)fix), which is the operator-valued Feynman-Kac

formula, satisfies (1) when /is in a certain subspace of W.

Lemma 5.7.   IffE XT, then

SôS'o Ex(e-Xt\\M(s)V(x(s))f(x(t))\\)dsdt < ~

for every X > 0.

Proof.  This follows from the fact that / G XI and that F(s, t, f, x) satis-

fies (*) and \\M(s)\\ < 1 for all s.

Corollary 5.8.   IffE tf, then the order of integration in

SôStoEx(.e-XtM(s)V(x(s))f(x(t)))dsdt

is immaterial.

Proof.  Apply the Fubini-Tonelli Theorem. Notice here we use (A-5) to

get joint measurability of M(s)K(jc(s))/(jc(0).

Lemma 5.9. IffE V, then

(14) Rxf - \f = R^BRJ for all X > 0.

Proof. We have

R*f(x) -RJ(x) = Sle-Xt(T(t)f- T(t)fXx)dt

= fo~e~XtEx(m)-I)f(x(t)))dt.

But recall that Proposition 4.4 gives us

-(dlds)M(s, t)f(x(t)) = V(x(s)Ms, 0/W0).

So upon integration, we obtain

Sq V(x(s))M(s, t)f(x(t))ds = -M(s, t)f(x(t))\°=0 = (M(t) - I)f(x(t)).

Returning to our original equation, we get
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Rxf(x) - Rxf(x) = f~e-*%($¿ V(x(s))M(s, t)f(x(t))ds) dt

- fofo Ex(e-"V(x(s))M(s, t)f(x(t))) ds dt   (by Corollary 5.8)

= J^°/~ Ex(e-XtV(x(s))M(s, t)f(x(t)))dtds   (by Corollary 5.8)

= ^j^Ex(e-^t+sMx(s))M(!i, t + sY(x(t + s)))dt ds

■ /•Te~X*JT e""^(^(^(s)Mî, í + s)f(x(t + j))l Ï,))**

" fô^io'e'^xWx^xWis, t + s)/(x(i + s))\Zs))dtds

= io e~Xsio e-MEx(V(x(s))Ex{s)(M(tV(x(t))))dtds

= JrT e~K°fo~ e-MEx(V(x(s))T(ty(x(s)))dtds

= f¡e-^í°"0e~MEx(Bf(t)f(xmdtds

= ío e_X,re-xtT(s)BT(t)f(x)dtds

= ÏÔ e~Xsf(s)B (/" e~XtT(t)fdt) (x) ds

(by Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 5.2)

= fi e-XsT(s)BRJ(x)ds = RxBRxf(x).

This completes the proof.

Theorem 5.10.  The operator Rx maps V into V(Ä). Further, iffE

RX(V), then Af = Äf + Bf.

Proof. If/G p", then by Lemma 5.9 we have Rxf=R~x(BRx ~I)fE

R\(ÍF) = range of Rx = 1XÄ). This establishes the first statement.

Now if/G RX(V"), then there is a g E P" so that / = Rxg. Then by Lemma

5.9, we have

Rxg-Rxg = RxBRxg,
which implies

hence,

/ = Äxo + s/).

Now apply X - X to both sides of the above to obtain

V-Äf = g+ßf=(\-A)f + Bf=y-Af + Bf.
Rearranging terms, we obtain
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Af = Af + Bf.

This completes the proof.

We are now ready to state and prove our main result.

Theorem 5.11.  IfV0 = {/G p" n P(2)|2/G XT},and iffE V0, then

the initial value problem du/dt = Au + Bu, u(0) = f, has a solution given by

u(t) = 7X0/

Proof. It is a standard result in the theory of semigroups [15, p. 239]

that if/G V(A), then u(t) as defined above satisfies 3«/9r = Au. Hence, by

Theorem 5.10 it suffices to show that u(t) E RX(X>") for every t > 0.

Recall that /G V0 Ç V(A); hence, u(t) = T(t)fE V(A) [15, p. 239].  Let

i<0 = (X - A)u(t). Then v(t) = (X - A)T(t)f= T(t)(X- A)f.  But, since /G

Vq, we have that both/and Af belong to P'. Therefore, (X-A)fE V, and by

Corollary 5.6, we have v(t) = T(t)(X-A)fE P'. Furthermore,Rxv(t) - u(t),

hence u(t) G RJp') for each t > 0. This completes the proof.

We now proceed to show that P0 is nonempty and, in fact, under the

proper conditions is dense in Xf .

Lemma 5.12.  IffE P' and if we define the function g by g(K) =

S$T(t)fdt, and if ¡q F(s, t + h, f, x) dh satisfies (*) and (**), rAe« gQQ E P".

Proof.  Observe that g(K): E —»■ L is bounded by Ä'll/Il». We now show

that it is continuous.  Let jc„ —>■ jc in E.  Then

S(.K)(xn)-ÍQEXn(M(t)f(x(t)))dt = EXn(f^M(ty(x(t))dt).

But,

Exn(SKQM(t)f(x(t))d}) -+Ex(SKQM(t)f(x(t))dïj

because of (A4) and the fact that $ M(t)f(x(t)) dt is a bounded function from

Í2 to L.   But notice that

Ex(f^M(t)f(x(t))dt) = g(K)(x).

Hence, g(K)(xn) —*■ g(K)(x), and g(K) is continuous. Therefore, g(K) G

BC(E, L).

That g(K) E V' follows directly from the fact that J* F(s, t + h, f, x) dh

satisfies (*) and (**).

Theorem 5.13. If the hypotheses of Lemma 5.12 are satisfied for K =

1/« for every «, and if P" + {0}, rAe« P0 + {0}.
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Proof. Let f* 0 be in P" and define /„ = nf0lnT(t)fdt.

Then by Lemma 5.12,/G V". But,/„ G V(A) and Afn =nf(Hn)f-nfE P".

Hence, /„ G VQ for every n.  Now, if VQ = {0}, then /„ = 0 for every n.  But,

/„ —* fana, so if V0 = {0}, then/= 0 which is a contradiction.  Hence, V0 #

{0} and the proof is complete.

Corollary 5.14. If M is a linear subspace of V which is dense in W,

and if the hypotheses of Theorem 5.13 are satisfied by each f EM, then V0 is

dense in V'-

Proof.  Let/G if" and let e >0. Choose g EM so that \\f-g\\< e/2.

Let ft, = nf0ln f(t)gdt. Then for n sufficiently large \\gn -g\\ < e/2 and hence,

11/"-ft,II < 11/"ill + lift, -S\\ < e. But Theorem 5.13 guarantees that gn E V0

for all n. This completes the proof.

Finally we give necessary and sufficient conditions on the operators Ä and

B so that Ä + B is actually an extension of the operator A.

Definition 5.15. We define G to be the space of functions on which A

= A+B, i.e.

G = {fE V(A) n V(B) n V(A): Af = If+Bf}.

Theorem 5.16. // V(A) - G, then (Ä + B)\G is a closed operator and,

conversely, if(Ä + B)\c is closed, then V(A) = G.

Proof.  To show the first implication let fn —»-/where /„ G V(Ä + B)C\

G and assume (Ä + B)f„ —* g.  Since each /„ G G we have first each /„ G V(A)

and second that Afn =(A + B)fn —* g. Since A is a closed operator / G V(A)

and Af = g. But /G V(A) implies /G G and hence Af = (Ä + B)f= g.  Hence

(A + B)\G is a closed operator.

To show the converse we notice that by Theorem 5.10, Rx($') Ç G and

clearly G Ç V(A) = RX(W). We need therefore only show that if (Ä + B)\G is

closed then RX(W) G G.  In view of the above observation, this amounts to

showing that if/G RX(W) - RX(V") then fE G.

To that end let / G RX(W) - RX(P')- There is some element g E W - Xf so

that Rxg = fi   Since gEW there is a sequence {gn } Ç V" so that #„ —* g.   De-

fine /„ =Rxg„. Now each/„ is in Í?X(P") and further,

O5) fn=Rxin-+Rxi=f

because g„ —*g and Rx is a bounded operator. We shall show that {(4 + B)f„}

converges. Note that by Theorem 5.10, (Ä + B)fn = Af„.  Now {(X -A)fn} =

{(X - .4)/?^,,}= {£„}, which is a convergent sequence, and since the sequence

{X/„}converges by (15) we must have that the sequence {Afn} converges so by the
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above note the sequence {(A + B)fn} converges to some element A, namely A =

v-¿?.
We now have first /„ —»-/and each f„EG and second (Ä + B)fn —* A.

Since we are assuming that (,4 + B)\G is a closed operator we can conclude that

fEG and (Ä + B)f= A. In particular,/ G G which is the desired result.

Corollary 5.17 .  77ie operator Ä + B is an extension of A if and only

if (A + B)\G is a closed operator.

Proof.  This follows directly from Theorem 5.16.

6. Example. In this section we shall apply the above results to a specific

example.

Let X =(£2, 2, Sf, jc(r), Px, x E Rl) be a Brownian motion on the real

Une, and suppose L = L2(R). Recall the transition probabilities of Brownian

motion are given by

The measure m in this case will be Lebesgue measure on R1. It is easily seen

that m is excessive relative to the family P(t, ; •). Now for every x ER define

7^(1): L —* L by Tx(typ(d) = <p(0 + g(x)t), where g is continuous, bounded and

g(x) ¥= 0 for every x ER and further, for every r > 0,

Then it can be shown [1, p. 43] that Tx(t) is a strongly continuous contraction

semigroup of operators on L and the infinitesimal generator of 7^(0 is given by

V(V(x)) = {<pE L2(R)\<p E ACloc(R) and 3^/30 G L2(R)},

where ACloc(R) denotes the set of all locally absolutely continuous functions

from R to R and

V(x}p=g(x)d<plb6.

It is clear that (A-l) through (A-5) are satisfied by the above.

Theorem 6.1. Under the conditions set out above, the initial value

problem:

du/dt = m2uftx2 + g(xßu/b9,     u(0) = f,

has a solution iffE V0.

Proof. Theorem 5.11.
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We should note here that D0 ¥= {0}. We shall show this by exhibiting an

element/G P' - {0} which satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 5.12 and Theorem

5.13. From this /we can construct elements of P0.

Theorem 6.2.  Let f:R—* L2(R) be defined by f(x, 6) = exp [-(jc - 0)2].

7«e«/Gp".

Proof. The function / is clearly in V(B) and is clearly bounded. We show

that / is continuous by observing that if jc„ —► jc, since ||/(jc„)||2 = Il/X*)ll2 f°r

every « and since /(jc„, 0) —*j\x, 0) for every 0, then \]f(xn) -f(x)\\2 —> 0

[13, p. 73].
Now we need to show that / satisfies the defining inequality for P".

Notice

v(x(s)y(x(t),e) = g(x(s))b^-^-6^

= 2sO(S)Xx(0 - 0)exp[-(jc(f) - 0)2].

So we can compute \\V(x(s))f(x(t))\\ by

\\V(x(sMx(t))\\2 = Jl.4¡g(x(S))|2 WO - 0|2exp[-2(jc(r) - 0)2]</0

= 4|g(j;(S))|2£l"2exp(-2«2)cfii.

Now let F(s, t, f, x) =KEx(\g(x(s))\), where

K* - /-14«2exp(-2u2)ííu < «

We need to check that F satisfies (*) and (**). We have

SI SI e~XtF^'f' f> x)dsdt< Si mLte-Mdt < ~;

hence, F satisfies (*). To check (**) note that

£>(». t, f, x)\2 dx = £m&(EM*(.'W2 dx

=/:.vê{r.^p[--^]*r*<-
by the restrictions placed on g. Hence, F satisfies (**). This completes the

proof.

Now in order to show that P0 =£ 0, by Theorem 5.13 we need only show

/satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 5.12 for K = I In, for all n.

Theorem 63. If fis defined as in Theorem 6.2 a«ci if F(s, t, f, x) is the

function obtained in Theorem 6.2, rAe« /0'm^(s, f + A, /, jc) dh satisfies (*)

and (**).
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Proof. Notice that F(s, t + h, f, x) =KEx(g(x(s))), where K is defined

in the proof of Theorem 6.2 so we have

il0'mF(s,t + h,f,x)dh = ^EMx(s))).

This clearly satisfies (*) and (**) and the proof is complete.

Corollary 6.4.  77ie subspace V0 is nontrivial, i.e. V0 =£ {0}.

Proof. Theorems 5.13, 6.2 and 6.3.

Corollary 6.5.   77ze subspace M is contained in V0, where

M = \jt ft{*)Wft, h¡ E CC(R), nEN.hE V(V(x))}.

Proof. It is an easy computation to show that if f(x, 0) = r(x)h(B),

then the function F is given by F\s, t, f, x) = K\\h\\00Ex(\g(x(s))\). The corollary

then follows as did Corollary 6.4.

7. Remarks. As was noted in the introduction, a number of people have

considered the Feynman-Kac formula in studying probabilistic phenomena.

In [8] Helms constructs a stochastic process which corresponds to the

classical Feynman-Kac formula. In that case the measure that Helms obtains is

not necessarily a probability measure. The most one can say is that it is o-

finite. A question remains as to what type of stochastic process can be associa-

ted with the operator-valued Feynman-Kac formula, and of course what type of

measure is associated with it.  In [7] Griego and Moncayo construct the process

in the discrete case.

Finally, the assumption that the semigroups Tx(t) are mutually commuta-

tive is undesirable. The results of Hersh and Papanicolaou [9] do not depend on

this commutativity. In attacking the problem from the point of view of resolvents,

difficulties are encountered in showing the measurability of the multiplicative

operator functional and in the computation of the resolvent equation obtained in

Lemma 5.9. So the question remains open on sufficient conditions in the non-

commutative case.
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